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Remote Control
BY PHILIP CUNNINGTON

philip.cunnington@jpress.co.uk
@rilthy

Hayley Attwell (centre) and the cast of the new US drama
Conviction, airing in the UK on Sky Living

Time to take Stock
BY BOB CLARE
www.lancashirewalks.com

T

he Gisburn Forest
is unusual in the
wider area of the
Forest of Bowland
in that it is a forest – it has trees! Lots of them.
Those readers familiar with
the Forest of Bowland will
know that much of it is characterised by a lack of trees – the
term ‘forest’ referring to the
area’s past as a royal hunting
park.
The location at the start of
the walk lies close to Lancashire’s lost village of Stocks.
Indeed, the ruins of the old
church can be seen to the rear
of the car park. In the 1920s, as
Blackpoolwasbecomingmore
and more popular, attracting
millions of visitors, it was facing a problem with water supply. To meet this situation the
Fylde Waterboard constructed a dam and flooded the head
of the Hodder Valley to create
the reservoir. The project
required an army of over 500
men at its height. Although
outside the area of flooding,
the church, vicarage, school
and a number of farms were
demolished to protect water
quality.
Now this whole area – forest and reservoir – is an outdoor playground cared for by
United Utilities and the Forestry Commission. Apart from
the place’s obvious attraction
to walkers there is a fishery
on the reservoir, while the
Forest of Gisburn is a magnet
to mountain bikers (the Hub
Café and Cycle Hire centre is
passed on the way to School

Lane car park).As will be seen
on the trail this is one of the
best places in Lancashire for
bird watching, with wildfowl
and waders out on the water
and then an impressive range
of species attracted to woodland habitats.
The walk below is superb
circuit of the reservoir in one
of the most attractive parts of
the county – if not country.
Directions: 1. This route
is very well waymarked all the
way round the reservoir. Facing the reservoir take the track
leading from the right hand
corner of the car park. The
first feature worth visiting is a
birdwatcher’s hide on the left
of the path. Here you’ll quickly
come to appreciate the importance of Stocks as a nature
site. From the hide continue
along a broad track to reach

a stone bridge over Hasgill
Beck. The trail climbs steadily to the ruin of New House
which is reached 800yds after
the beck.
2. Before reaching the
building turn left on a broad
track. The trail breaks out
into open pasture and sweeps
down to the River Hodder. After crossing the footbridge the
path continues over pasture
to a kissing gate. Through it
turn right. For the next section of the walk you will be out
of sight of the reservoir as you
climb up alongside Copped
Hill Clough and then turn left
onto a broad track leading
around Eak Hill.
3. This track provides excellent walking for the next
two miles. The route gradually returns to the shore. As
the track nears the dam it

reaches the fishing lodge and
a complex of utility buildings.
From the lodge the trail takes
a service road which passes
through a ‘Life for Life’ memorial forest before reaching the
drive of the imposing Stocks
Board House. Here the way
leads onto the dam. This holds
back 12 billion litres of water.
At the far end there is a memorial plaque commemorating
the opening of the Reservoir
in 1932. To the right of the dam
take the service track to the
end and turn left.
4. Keep ahead on a footpath
with the reservoir on your left.
As you gain a little height you
will have fine views across the
water towards the Bowland
Fells. After passing by a conifer plantation the trail leads
down to the road. Turn left for
the car park on a concessionary path parallel to it (though
a right turn will take you to the
chapel atDalehead – a worthwhile diversion). After the
causeway a path to the left will
take you through shoreline
woods back to the car park.
l Walk devised by United
Utilities with the Forestry
Commission and checked for
publication by Stuart Holley of
Lancashire Dotcom Walkers.

Factfile
START: Forest of Gisburn. School

Lane Car park. BB7 4TS (nearby)
GR SD731566
DISTANCE: 7 miles, 11 k
TIME: 3-4 hours
SUMMARY: Easy with two
pronounced gradients
MAP: OS OL41 The Forest of
Bowland

NEW TRICKS IN
KILLER HEELS

W

e open on
a woman
stalking
around
what
appears to be a prison cell.
A pair of killer heels,
skinny jeans, a leather
jacket, tousled hair –
this woman must be a
prostitute, picked up by
the cops.
Ah, here comes
the detective, a pair of
sensible leather brogues,
a well-cut suit, come to
give the broad in the cell
her Miranda rights.
Hang on. Now they’re
both on the steps of
some public building
in a bustling US city,
giving some sort of
press conference –
press conferences in US
TV dramas are always
on steps outside a big
building, never in some
crummy conference
room with peeling lino
and stained ceiling tiles.
And the detective is
giving the prostitute a top
level new job, head of the
new Conviction Integrity
Unit. Turns outshe isn’t
a lady of the night, after
all, she’s the daughter of
the former president, and
a brilliant lawyer, and a
university lecturer, and a
coke fiend.
Welcome to
the new US drama
Conviction (Sky Living,
Wednesdays, 9pm)
in which all kinds of
unlikely scenarios are
played with the kind of
seriousness reserved for
a Shakespeare tragedy.

Pretty much the
only convincing thing
about it was Brit actress
Hayley Attwell’s spotless
American accent as the
troubled, yet brilliant,
former first daughter
Hayes Morrison –
the woman we first
encountered stalking the
prison cell.
Tough-talking, yet
brittle, Hayes is effectively
blackmailed by the DA
into this new job looking
into possible miscarriages
of justice – he’ll hide news
of her coke bust in return.
She gets an implausibly
good-looking team of cops,
lawyers and scientists to
help her and an office with
so many glass partitions
the Windolene budget
would exceed the GDP of
Belgium.
Hayes, outwardly
uncaring, but inwardly
sensitive, is poorly drawn,
with all sorts of ‘issues’
to work out, and it’s clear
from this first episode
that she’ll learn ‘valuable
lessons’ from each case.
It’s formulaic, glossy,
unconvincing – basically
New Tricks in Christian
Louboutin heels and salon
sparkling hair.
Talking of sparkling,
the funniest thing on TV
this week was Ed Balls
dressed as a mad scientist
attempting a cha-chacha on Strictly Come
Dancing (Saturdays,
BBC1). It should be played
after the news every night,
to remind us that there is
a lighter side to the world,
after all.

